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The Fiscal Impact of Extending Marriage to Same-Sex Couples in New Mexico

By Erin Fitzgerald and Steven K. Homer

Executive Summary

This report estimates the impact on New Mexico’s state budget of allowing same-sex couples to marry. Using the best data available and following the methodology of previous analyses for New Mexico and a number of other states, we estimate that allowing same-sex couples to marry will have a positive net effect on the state budget of $2.5 - $3.7 million over the course of the first three years that same-sex marriage is legal.

We estimate that approximately 2,913 (50%) of New Mexico’s 5,825 same-sex couples will marry in first three years.

In this analysis and in prior reports we considered any area of the New Mexico state budget that could be impacted by extending marriage to same-sex couples. We conclude that all impacts will be negligible except in the following two areas:

- **Wedding Spending.** Over the next three years, the weddings of same-sex couples will generate new economic activity for the state and its businesses:
  - Direct spending by resident same-sex couples on their weddings combined with out-of-state tourism dollars will boost New Mexico’s economy by approximately $20.4 million.
  - This spending will also generate state and local sales tax revenues of $1.48 million.
  - Direct spending on weddings by same-sex couples will create and sustain over 318 new jobs in New Mexico.

- **Income Tax Revenue.** New Mexico would see an increase of $344,481 - $745,883 annually in income tax revenue.

In examining a number of other areas, we conclude that marriage equality will not impose significant costs on the New Mexico state budget. Thus, the net impact of these effects will be a positive impact of $2.5 - $3.7 million on the state budget over the course of the first three years that same-sex marriage is legal in New Mexico.
Introduction

As of December 2013, 16 states and the federal government formally recognize same-sex marriages. In this study, we analyze the estimated effect of same-sex marriage on New Mexico’s state budget over the next three years. New Mexico’s state laws neither explicitly permit nor prohibit same-sex marriage.1 2 Marriage comes with a variety of rights and obligations that will affect the State of New Mexico’s expenditures and revenues. This study assesses the links between those rights and obligations and the overall effect that they have on aspects of the state budget.

Our analyses are grounded in the methodology that we used in previous studies of the fiscal impact of marriage for same-sex couples in New Jersey, Washington, New Hampshire, California, Connecticut, Colorado, Massachusetts, Vermont, Maryland, and Iowa.3 Additionally, we’ve provided past analysis of the impact of legalizing same-sex marriage in the state of New Mexico.4 This report updates the previous version, by taking into account the most recent economic data available and changes to federal same-sex relationship recognition. We drew on state level data, as well as other relevant data sources, including Census 2010 data and the American Community Survey.

All of the findings from previous studies suggest that extending marriage rights to same-sex couples produces a positive net impact on states’ budgets. Similar conclusions have been reached by legislative offices in Connecticut 5 and Vermont6, as well as by the Comptroller General of New York.7 The Congressional Budget Office has concluded that if all fifty states, along with the federal government, extended the rights and obligations of marriage to same-sex couples, the federal government would benefit by nearly $1 billion each year.8 Throughout this report, we rely on conservative estimates to assess the economic impact of extending the right to marry to same-sex couples. In other words, all assumptions are cautious and, given the range of

3 Reports available on the Williams Institute’s web site under Economic Impact Reports, by state.
possibilities, likely produce revenue impacts on the lower bound. Even so, we find that New Mexico will experience a positive fiscal impact by allowing same-sex couples to wed.

**Number of Couples Affected**

**Same-Sex Couples in New Mexico**

To determine the potential impact of same-sex marriage, we estimate the number of same-sex couples that might wish to marry within the first three years. According to the most recent Census, there are currently 5,825 same-sex couples living in New Mexico.⁹ We draw upon the experience of other states that have permitted marriage between individuals of the same sex to estimate the number of same-sex couples who might marry in New Mexico. In Massachusetts, just over half of same-sex couples married during the initial three year period.¹⁰ This finding has been confirmed in several other jurisdictions that have more recently adopted same-sex marriage.¹¹¹² We predict that, if allowed to do so, 2,913 same-sex couples in New Mexico would marry in the first three years.¹³

**Existing Marriages and Civil Unions**

In 2007, Massachusetts began allowing residents of New Mexico to enter into same-sex marriage there following a court decision the previous year.¹⁴ In January 2011, New Mexico Attorney General Gary King issued an opinion stating that, given the absence of clear state laws, out-of-state same-sex marriages were valid in New Mexico and would likely be recognized.¹⁵ He cautioned, however, that it would be impossible to definitively predict how a court would rule.

Currently, the data do not show exactly how many New Mexico couples who might want to marry have already married in other jurisdictions. Therefore, we do not exclude these marriages from our analysis. However, we also do not include in our analysis same-sex couples who are likely to travel to New Mexico to marry during the next three years. For example, the most

---


¹⁰ This calculation is based upon collected data revealing that 9,931 same-sex couples married in Massachusetts within the first three years after same-sex marriage was legalized. To estimate the total number of same-sex couples residing in Massachusetts in 2004 we utilized American Community Survey data and determined that there were approximately 19,550 resident same-sex couples at that time. This suggests that approximately 51% of couples married over three years.


¹³ Not all couples who will marry in the first three years will do so within the first year they are permitted. Using data from Massachusetts (see *supra* note 26), we can predict the timing of nuptials over three years: 64% married in the first year, 21% married in the second year, and 15% married in the third year.


recent data released from Washington State reveals that out-of-state same-sex couples accounted for 17% of same-sex marriages performed in the first year.\(^{16}\) A significant number of couples travelled from as far as Texas (170 couples) and California (155 couples).\(^{17}\) New Mexico is likely to experience a large number of couples traveling from its bordering states because none of those states currently offer marriage to same-sex couples. For example, in Iowa approximately one-third of the same-sex couples who married in the first year came from five states directly bordering Iowa.\(^{18}\) Thus, while we do not exclude from our analysis an estimate of New Mexico couples who may have already married in other states, that number is most likely offset, if not exceeded, by the number of out-of-state couples who will travel to New Mexico to marry, whom we also exclude.

In addition, due to the ambiguity of same-sex marriage in state statutes and orders issued in pending same-sex marriage litigation, 8 of 33 counties in New Mexico have begun issuing marriage licenses to same-sex couples.\(^{19}\) It is estimated that 1,700 licenses have already been granted since August 2013.\(^{20}\) For this analysis, we include the initial 1,700 couples that have already married and use August 2013 as the beginning of the first year.

**Economic Impact of Wedding Spending**

If New Mexico grants same-sex couples the right to marry, we predict that the state will see a surge in spending on weddings by same-sex resident couples. This increase in spending will have positive benefits on tourism spending and will generate an increase in state and local tax revenue. Our analysis predicts that $20.4 million will be generated by direct wedding spending and wedding-related tourism related to same-sex marriage. As a result, an extra $1.48 million will be collected by the state in sales tax. Same-sex wedding spending will support 318 new jobs in New Mexico’s tourism and hospitality sector.

**Direct Wedding Spending**

Following the legalization of same-sex marriage, Massachusetts experienced a rise in spending associated with wedding planning, such as higher demand for catering services and hotel rooms.\(^{21}\) More recently, New York,\(^{22}\) Connecticut\(^{23}\) and Washington\(^{24}\) have also reported an


\(^{17}\) Ibid.


\(^{19}\) Grovum, *How NM Legalized Gay Marriage*.


increase in wedding spending after marriage is extended to same-sex couples. We expect that New Mexico would experience the same influx in wedding spending.

According to The Wedding Report, average spending on weddings in New Mexico in 2012 was $21,380.25 Because of societal discrimination, same-sex couples may receive less financial support from their parents and other family members to cover wedding costs, resulting in overall reduced spending. Also, only spending that comes from couples’ savings, rather than money diverted from some other expenditure, would truly be “new spending” for the state’s businesses. Taking these factors into account, as in previous studies by the Williams Institute, we estimate here that same-sex couples spend one-quarter of the amount that different-sex couples spend on wedding arrangements.26 27 Accordingly, we assume that same-sex couples will spend an average of $5,345 per wedding. Using this estimate, we expect resident same-sex couples to generate $15.6 million in direct wedding spending over the introductory three year period. New Mexico may have already begun to experience the positive impacts of an influx in spending due to the marriage licenses that have already been granted. We estimate direct wedding spending from already-issued licenses totals $4.8 million.

**Out-of-Town Guests**

In 2008, a report based on The Health and Marriage Equality in Massachusetts Survey indicated that in Massachusetts, same-sex weddings included an average of 16 out-of-town guests.28 To estimate their spending, we utilize travel per diem rates set by the U.S. General Services Administration (GSA), which are updated annually.29 In order to standardize out-of-town guest spending estimates across state reports, we calculate the average predetermined allowance by the GSA for hotel and daily spending allowance.30 In total, 46,600 out-of-town guests will spend an estimated $4.9 million attending same-sex weddings in the first three years after legalization, including the 900 marriages that have already happened.

---

30 The fiscal year 2014 per diem rate for New Mexico is $91 for a hotel room and $51 for individual expenses. We assume that guests will share a room and stay only the night of the wedding.
In fiscal year 2011, New Mexico received $5.5 billion in tourism spending, which supported 85,766 jobs.\textsuperscript{31} We calculated that $64,280 in tourist spending supports one job in the hospitality and tourism industry. Taking into account our estimated amount of increased spending, we can deduce that new spending generated by same-sex weddings would create an additional 318 jobs in the tourism and hospitality sector of New Mexico’s economy.

**Sales Tax Revenues from Wedding Spending**

State and local governments will directly benefit from an increase in wedding spending through state and local sales taxes. In 2011, tourism spending in New Mexico generated $1.2 billion in federal, state, and local taxes, with $210 million in sales taxes accruing directly to state and local governments.\textsuperscript{32} The combined spending of wedding arrangements and out-of-town guests is estimated to be $20.4 million. The state of New Mexico imposes a sales tax of 5.125\% on the sale of most goods and services, while localities levy additional local sales taxes.\textsuperscript{33} The Tax Foundation reports that the state has an average combined state and local sales tax burden of 7.26\%.\textsuperscript{34} Using this rate, we estimate that the overall spending boost will generate $1.48 million in sales tax revenue in the first three years same-sex couples are permitted to marry. Of this increase, approximately $435,000 will be provided directly to local governments.

**Income Tax Revenues**

Extending marriage to same-sex couples will increase state income tax revenues. Same-sex couples who marry will have the right to use the “married, filing jointly” status. Two individuals who previously filed as “single” will combine their incomes and the total amount of tax they pay to the state will be affected. Marriage also will limit the ability of currently “single” taxpayers who have dependent children to use the “head of household” filing status, thus increasing the taxes that some couples owe.

A new report has shown that the positive net impact on income tax revenues, although still modest, will be larger than previously expected.\textsuperscript{35} This report relies on an analysis the Williams Institute used in its own income tax revenue estimates for New Mexico. Here, we rely on this new report for our net estimate of the impact of extending marriage to same-sex couples on New

\textsuperscript{31} New Mexico Industry Partners, \textit{“The Economic Impact of Tourism in New Mexico, 2011.”}
\textsuperscript{32} New Mexico Industry Partners, \textit{“The Economic Impact of Tourism in New Mexico, 2011.”}
\textsuperscript{34} Ibid.
Mexico tax revenues. This study predicts that New Mexico will see an increase of $344,481 - $745,883 in overall income tax revenue.36

Areas of Minimal Impact on State Budget

We conclude legally recognizing the marriages of same-sex couples will have little to no impact on the following areas of the state budget.

State Employee Benefit Costs

Governor Bill Richardson signed an Executive Order in 2003 mandating equal employment benefits to state employees in same-sex relationships. The state of New Mexico has already incurred and increased cost and no new fiscal impact will be felt.37

Estate and Inheritance Tax

Changes at the federal level have eliminated the estate tax from the current New Mexico tax code, beginning in 2005.38 Additionally, New Mexico does not collect inheritance tax from its residents. Thus, there is no impact on estate or inheritance taxes by extending the rights of marriage to same-sex couples.39

Public Assistance and the Social Safety Net

The state of New Mexico funds several public benefits programs that provide assistance to low-income individuals and families. Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TANF), known in state as NMWorks, provides means-tested cash transfers and job training for eligible residents. Low-income state residents are also provided with Medicaid and NewMexikid and NewMexiteen, New Mexico’s Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP). All of these programs are funded by the state in conjunction with the federal government.

Eligibility for these programs is means-tested, meaning that eligibility is determined by an individual’s or family’s income and assets. When a married couple applies for benefits, the non-applicant spouse’s income is included in the overall determination. Currently, regulations for these public assistance programs do not require the state government to consider an unmarried, same-sex partner's income and assets. Same-sex married couples are less likely to be eligible for

36 Ibid.
37 Badgett, Sears, et. al. (2006), The Impact on New Mexico’s State Budget.
39 Ibid.
these programs because they would no longer be treated as “single” when eligibility is determined. When eligibility rates drop there are fewer participants in public assistance programs and state expenditures decrease. However, in considering these programs, we conclude that New Mexico will experience minimal savings from the legal recognition of same-sex couples under the programs’ income and assets eligibility requirements.

**NMWorks**

Within federal guidelines, the state has jurisdiction to determine eligibility standards for NMWorks. To qualify for NMWorks, an assistance unit’s gross income must fall below 85% of the poverty line and assets must not exceed $3,500. Currently, non-relative caretakers cannot be evaluated as part of the assistance unit in New Mexico. As a result of legalized same-sex marriage, the income and the assets of both spouses would be combined, making it more difficult to meet eligibility requirements.

To estimate the impact of same-sex marriage on public assistance programs, we use information from the American Community Survey and the U.S. Census. In New Mexico an average of 14,956 families receive TANF funds. The total combined state and federal contributions to TANF in New Mexico are $191 million; New Mexico directly contributes $90.3 million in state Maintenance of Effort funding, as required by federal regulations. A majority of this budget goes towards funding a State Earned Income Tax Credit, which is accounted for in the analysis of the effect on state income tax earlier in the report. New Mexico only contributes $284,641, an average of $19 a family, to basic assistance funding, which provides families with cash-transfers. To estimate the impact on the state revenue, we will use the known state contribution in conjunction with same-sex participation rates before and after marriage.

According to our analysis of the American Community Survey, 1.7% of individuals in same-sex couples received “public assistance,” as a form of income, while only .7% of different-sex

---

44 Ibid.
45 Our estimate of 50% of same-sex couples marrying reflects the possibility that loss of benefits would deter some couples from getting married. Additionally, some same-sex couples will continue to receive benefits once married; this could occur in single income earner households or in instances where the combined income of both earners is still below the eligibility threshold. Further, some spouses may become newly eligible for benefits as a result of marriage.
spouses do.\textsuperscript{46} We calculate that currently 99 out of the 5825 same-sex couples in New Mexico are likely to be receiving public benefits. We make an adjustment that assumes same-sex couples’ rate of TANF utilization will fall to similar rates as different-sex married couple once same-sex marriage is legalized. If same-sex marriage were legalized across the state, we estimate that the rate of participation would fall 30%, from 99 couples receiving TANF to 70. Overall, the impact of reduced public assistance participation is negligible and would add $551 back to the state budget.

\textit{Medicaid and CHIP}

In previous studies, we examined the change in Medicaid and CHIP eligibility for residents of New Mexico entering into same-sex marriages and their families.\textsuperscript{47} Since the passage of the Affordable Care Act, New Mexico has signed on as a “supported” State-based Marketplace and will be expanding Medicaid and CHIP coverage.\textsuperscript{48} This means that beginning in 2014, Medicaid and CHIP eligibility for New Mexico residents will be determined by Federally-facilitated Marketplaces (FFMs). Medicaid expansion extended coverage to all individuals at 133% of the Federal Poverty Line and is fully funded by the federal government in the initial stages.\textsuperscript{49} Despite same-sex marriage having an impact on eligibility for same-sex spouses and their families, that impact will be mitigated by this massive overhaul to the Medicaid system.

\textit{Social Security}

The State contribution to Social Security spending is minimal and only applicable to adult residential care facilities. Extending the rights of marriage to same-sex couples will not have an impact on State Social Security spending.\textsuperscript{50}

\textit{Additional Family Law Cases}

In our previous analysis of New Mexico, we concluded that any rise in cases in the state judicial system would be minimal and undetectable from yearly fluctuations in family law cases overall, which include dissolution filings and custody cases.\textsuperscript{51} Our most recent analysis documented that same-sex marriages have a 1.1% dissolution rate, indicating that previous estimations were accurate.\textsuperscript{52} New same-sex divorce filings in New Mexico would only account for a .0026% rise


\textsuperscript{47} Badgett, Sears, et. al. (2006), The Impact on New Mexico’s Budget.


\textsuperscript{51} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{52} Badgett & Herman, Patterns of Relationship Recognition.
in dissolutions filings. Our previous conclusion, that the impact on the judicial system is minimal, remains accurate.

**Administrative Costs**

In our previous analysis, we determined that any increase in administrative costs would be offset by licensing fees. The cost of applying for a marriage license has not changed and this estimate remains accurate.

**Conclusion**

The following table summarizes our findings above on the estimated effect of legalizing same-sex marriage in New Mexico. Overall, many budget categories we examined showed little to no impact on the State budget. New Mexico can expect to see a positive net effect of $2.5 - $3.7 million over the course of the first three years from income and sales tax.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact on New Mexico Budget – First 3 Years</th>
<th>Net Effect (in millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sales Tax Revenues</td>
<td>$1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income Tax Revenues</td>
<td>$1.0 - $2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Impact</td>
<td>$2.5 - $3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

54 Badgett, Sears, et. al. (2006). *The Impact on New Mexico’s State Budget.*
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